
Central New Jersey Bull Terrier Club of  
New Brunswick Kennel Club 
March 23, 2024 
Judge: Alesia Cooke 

I would like to thank the Central New Jersey Bull Terrier Club for inviting me to judge their specialty 
show in conjunction with the New Brunswick Kennel Club.  I always enjoy judging in the north east 
and commend the exhibitors on the quality of their exhibits. 

COLORED 

Winners Dog/Best of Winners 
Lindquist’s, Montgomery, Lindquist MADCAP DIVINE SPARK (By CH Madcap Jump the 
Pond -GCH Madcap Tilaboo Joy's Advocate) Balanced Tri-color. This young dog has a gently 
curved profile with small, dark eyes. More fill through the muzzle and a closer ear set would only 
enhance his varmity expression. He has a good bite and his neck is muscular and long. He was in 
excellent body condition today with a straight front, good forechest and marked spring of rib.  Add 
to this a short back, good bone for his size and tight cat feet. He moves nicely carrying a level 
topline.  

Winners Bitch 
Hess, Hess, Searls REQUIEM KAPTIVATING IN KHROME (By Patterned Head Bull Boot 
-Kromeheart Corsaire From Provokacika) Brindle and White. This lovely girl has a smoothly 
curved profile with good fill and ear set giving her a great front on expression. Her length of neck, 
straight front, and well-rounded body are very pleasing, as is her nice shoulder set and angulated 
rear. Overall, a she has plenty of bone and lots of virtue.  

Best of Variety 
Kibler, Poole, Poole CH ROCKY TOP'S DREAM CHASER (By GCHB Hawthorn Dragons 
Heart - GCH Rocky Top's Sweetest Dream) Brindle and White.  Best of Variety was easy to award 
to the unmistakable best head on the day.  His head is completely packed with a smooth profile, 
small, triangular eyes, obliquely set and small tidy ears All of this adds up to a piercing expression 
from the front. He is a very masculine dog with good angles, bone and type. 100 percent Bull 
Terrier. 

Best of Opposite Sex 
Sottile, D’Amico CH ALARIC STAR POWER (By Ch Formula Signing On With Paradox 
-Alaric Wish Upon a Star) Brindle and White female with a pleasing profile. Her head is long and 
smoothly turned.  She is an upstanding, heavy bodied bitch with nice length of neck, forechest, 
and spring of rib. She has good angulation and lots of virtue to pass on in the whelping box. 

Select Dog  
Searles and Corse CH REQUIEM STAY KHROME PONYBOY ATT (By Ch Patterned Head 
Bull Boot - Ch Khromeheart Corsaire from Provokacija) Brindle and white. This dog has a 
lovely turned head, small dark eyes and well-placed ears. He has a long, muscular neck, straight 
front, good width of chest, spring of rib, strong topline and length of leg. He a very deserving 
young dog who lost out purely on the head strength of my BOV. 

Select Bitch 
Kibler, Poole, Poole CH ROCKY TOP'S CHERISH YOUR DREAMS (By GCHB Hawthrons 
Dragons Heart - GCH Rocky Top's Sweetest Dream) Almost solid black brindle female. Packed 
and filled head, with tiny eyes and tight ears. Strong, round bone, spring of rib, nice angulation 
and tight feet.  Compact bitch exuding balance and power. 

Award of Merit 
Sodomsky and Prater Piles GCHB CH MALAJO’S FORMULA FOR A DRAMA DEVIL 



(GCH Action Devils Apprentice By Formula – GCH Actions Formula For A Queen) Red and 
White Male.   

WHITE 

Winners Dog, Best of Winners, Best of Opposite Sex 
Yavornitzki, Lindquist MADCAP MORTGAGE LIFTER (By Ch Madcap Jump The Pond - 
GCH Madcap Tilaboo Joy's Advocate) Very promising white dog from the 6-9 puppy class. He 
has an eye-catching profile with a packed and filled head with tiny slits for eyes. Ears could be 
slightly higher set, but there is much to love about this puppy. Tons of bone, gun barrel straight 
front, good length of neck, well balanced body with good angles front and back.  Flat topline, 
correct tail set and round cat feet. He was so happy to be here today! 

Winners Bitch 
Searles REQUIEM CORSAIRE ALL THAT GLITTERS IS KHROME (By CH Patterned 
Head Bull Boot - CH Khromeheart Corsaire from Provokacija) White bitch with black ears. Long, 
filled head with smooth profile, good eye and ear set. Beautiful length of neck, straight front, good 
bone for size. Slightly long cast but with a level topline and great rear angulation. Moved well and 
was one with her handler. 

Best of Variety 
Corse GCH CORSAIRE CHROME PONY OF REQUIEM (By Ch Patterned Head Bull Boot - 
Ch Khromeheart Corsaire from Provokacija) White bitch.  Profile is smooth, packed through the 
muzzle.  Wicked eye and good ear placement lending to great expression. Beautiful length of 
neck, straight front with good shoulder. Long in loin. Good rear angulation. Moved well coming & 
going while carrying a strong topline.  
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